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Abstract

Global competition is putting a premium on the ability to manage risk through flexible and agile Web-enabled procurement practices. This article discusses the design of the 2007 “Supply Chain Management - Procurement Challenge” (SCM-PC), a competition designed by the first three authors to evaluate the performance of mixed procurement strategies that balance risk through combinations of long-term, quantity-flexible contracts and one-off contracts. Specifically, the SCM-PC Challenge revolves around a PC assembly scenario, where Web-enabled trading agents developed by different teams compete for components required to assemble different types of PCs.

Collectively the authors represent the top three entries in the 2007 Procurement Challenge. They present the strategies their teams developed for the competition, compare their performances, and discuss lessons learned from the competition.

1 Introduction

The Web is enabling manufacturing enterprises to explore more flexible and agile procurement practices. As product life cycles become shorter and demand becomes more difficult to predict, both manufacturers and suppliers are looking for new ways of sharing risk. Manufacturers are trying to move away from static, long-term contracts that would require them to take unacceptable levels of risk, while trying to secure price and availability guarantees from their
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suppliers. Simultaneously, suppliers are seeking demand and payment guarantees from their customers. This in turn translates into long-term procurement contracts, where suppliers and manufacturers often agree on some levels of flexibility (e.g. quantity, price, or service levels). These contracts are often supplemented with one-off procurement arrangements to accommodate surges in demand or address significant price disruptions.

1.1 The Supply Chain Trading Agent Competition and the Procurement Challenge

The International Supply Chain Trading Agent Competition ("TAC-SCM") was established to stimulate the development and evaluation of novel Web-enabled supply chain trading strategies. The competition, which was introduced in 2002 [3], has been held as an annual event since the summer of 2003, attracting over 120 entries from 60 teams in 21 countries in its first five years. It revolves around a personal computer (PC) assembly scenario, where agents developed by different teams compete against one another for customer orders for different types of PCs and for the different components required to assemble these PCs. Each game brings together six agents developed by six different teams and simulates 220 days of operation, with each day being simulated in 15 seconds. The tournament requires agents to compete in hundreds of games, each simulating different market conditions and bringing together different combinations of competitors.

In 2006, encouraged by the success of the Supply Chain Trading Competition, the first three authors embarked on the design of a variation of the TAC-SCM scenario that focuses solely on procurement decisions. The motivations for the design of this new game were several:

- **Evaluate Procurement Decisions in Isolation**: By requiring supply chain trading agents to simultaneously compete in component and finished-goods markets, the original TAC-SCM competition (now referred to as the "TAC-SCM baseline game") requires agents to continuously manage a complex set of decisions (i.e. customer bidding, procurement and coordination between both sets of decisions), making it sometimes difficult to determine why one agent performs better than another. By designing a variation of the game that requires agents to focus solely on the procurement side of the problem, the authors wanted to make it easier to evaluate the performance of competing procurement strategies. Insight gained from such a game is expected to also be easier to transfer to industry, given the typical decoupling between procurement and marketing decisions imposed by today’s Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) architectures.

- **Introduce Quantity-Flexible Procurement Contracts**: The TAC-SCM
baseline game uses a uniform mechanism for agents to negotiate procurement contracts with suppliers. This mechanism does not explicitly distinguish between long-term and one-off procurement contracts, though it has been shown that successful TAC-SCM agents modulate the horizons and quantities of their procurement contracts to effectively implement hybrid strategies that combine both long-term and short-term contracting practices [2]. By explicitly introducing quantity-flexible long-term contracts, the new procurement challenge (SCM-PC) requires agents to more explicitly decide how to balance one-off and long-term procurement, making it easier to analyze and compare the behavior of different agents.

- **Lower the Barrier to Entry**: By introducing a variation of the TAC-SCM game that requires teams to only worry about procurement, it was felt that the Procurement Challenge would lower the barrier to entry for prospective competitors and possibly entice new teams to join the TAC-SCM community.

The specifications of the “Supply Chain Management - Procurement Challenge” (SCM-PC), as it is now known, were published in late 2006 and the web server and agentware required for the competition were released in early 2007. The remainder of this article provides a detailed description of the procurement challenge (Section 3), including the motivations behind key design decisions, descriptions of the top three agents in the first edition of the tournament held at AAAI-2007 in Vancouver in July 2007 (Section 4), and a detailed account and analysis of the results of the tournament (Section 5). A summary of lessons learned and concluding remarks are provided in Section 6.

2 Related Work

The Procurement Challenge builds on three complementary lines of research:

1. Sourcing and Procurement
2. Autonomous Bidding
3. Supply Chain Management Games

This is further discussed below.

2.1 Sourcing and Procurement

An important line of research in supply chain management has been concerned with the trade-offs associated with different sourcing and procurement strategies. For instance, Pyke and Johnson have argued that different types
of sourcing strategies are better suited for different situations, with critical, high-value added components better handled through strategic partnerships and commoditized components available from multiple sources more effectively handled through dynamic e-procurement [27]. Peleg et al. compared such pure strategies with a mixed strategy combining both short-term and long-term elements, showing that the superiority of one strategy over the others depends on contract terms [23]. Bensaou helped debunk the myth that Japanese car manufacturers rely solely on long-term strategic partnerships with suppliers, instead advocating the management of portfolios of buyer-supplier relationships covering a wide spectrum of possible arrangements [6]. A review of models for constructing short-term and long-term contracts in business-to-business markets has been conducted by Kleindorfer and Wu [16]. Elmaghraby also provides an excellent review of trade offs between different sourcing strategies [11]. Albeinitz et al. have shown that portfolios of quantity flexible procurement contracts used in combination with spot market procurement can contribute to reducing the manufacturer’s expected profit and financial risk [10]. More recently, Nagali et al. have reported using new risk management techniques to support the development of portfolios of procurement contracts to save hundreds of millions of dollars in procurement costs at Hewlett-Packard [19]. Collectively, this body of work suggests that decisions relating to balancing one-off and long-term procurement contracts are becoming increasingly important and that their complexity warrants additional research.

2.2 Autonomous Bidding

The Artificial Intelligence and Electronic Commerce research communities have developed autonomous bidding agents that combine machine learning and stochastic optimization techniques. Work in this area has revolved around the development and benchmarking of bidding agents in the context of the Trading Agent Competition. A first game known as TAC-Travel was introduced by Wellman et al. in 1999 [34] with the first tournament held in July 2000. This game requires travel agents to compete against one another for air tickets, hotel reservations and event tickets to best match the requirements of their different customers. Techniques developed in the context of the TAC-Travel scenario are discussed in [33].

The Supply Chain Trading Competition, which was introduced in 2002 by the third author, was developed for the same research community but focuses on a supply chain trading scenario, where PC assembly agents concurrently compete for customers for different types of PCs and for the components required to assemble these PCs [3]. During its first five years, the TAC-SCM scenario has attracted over 120 entries from 21 countries and resulted in over 50 publications [32]. These include overall analysis of different tournaments
(e.g. [3,2]), novel supply chain trading techniques (e.g. [4,14]) and descriptions of entire agents. In the latter category, Kiekintveld et. al. discuss how their DeepMaize agent dynamically coordinates sales, procurement and production strategies while maintaining profitability [15]. Fuzzy reasoning techniques used in the SouthamptonSCM agent are discussed in [12]. Details about the TacTex agent are provided in [21] and [22], including a discussion of machine learning techniques developed to predict bid prices of other agents [20]. [5] provides an in depth description of the different modules composing the CMieux agent. Podobnik, Petric and Jezic describe their CrocodileAgent agent in [26], [24] and [25]; Stan et. al. discuss their PhantAgent entry in [29]. Mathematical programming models and heuristic algorithms for bidding and scheduling developed for the Botticelli agent are detailed in [1]. In [13], the RedAgent team presents an internal market architecture to coordinate micro-agents that individually handle different subsets of decisions. Descriptions of many other techniques and agents can be found at [32].

2.3 Supply Chain Management Games

Supply chain management games are not new. The Beer Distribution Game originally developed at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology in the sixties has been played by several generations of students and executives and is an excellent illustration of what is now known as the bullwhip effect [17,7]. Recent efforts to develop more comprehensive supply chain management games include our own work in the context of the Supply Chain Trading Agent Competition [3] as well as the work of Corsi et al. [9]. The MIT Procurement Game can be viewed as a precursor of the Procurement Challenge game discussed in this paper, as it also looks at the negotiation of portfolios of long-term quantity-flexible contracts [18]. In contrast to this game, the Procurement Challenge combines two phases: one involving the negotiation of long-term quantity flexible contracts and the other requiring agents to dynamically manage the resulting portfolios of contracts in combination with opportunities for one-off procurement contracts. The end result is a richer set of strategic interactions between the agents and scenarios where agents are evaluated over a significantly larger set of decisions. Like the TAC-SCM baseline game, the procurement challenge builds on multi-agent supply chain modeling and simulation concepts first introduced by Swaminathan et al. [30,31].

3 TAC-SCM Procurement Challenge

The specification of the TAC-SCM Procurement Challenge was first released in 2007 [28] and was designed to provide a competition platform that isolates
the procurement decisions faced by manufacturer agents in the baseline TAC-SCM game [3,8]. This challenge game also extends the space of procurement options available to the manufacturer agents by allowing them to enter long-term contracts with suppliers agents.

The TAC-SCM Procurement Challenge (or “SCM-PC”) was designed to promote the development of supply chain trading agents that are capable of effectively coordinating their procurement decisions. The game revolves around a personal computer (PC) assembly supply chain consisting of competing PC manufacturer agents (or agents), their component supplier agents (or suppliers) and their customer agents (or customers). This challenge requires agents to manage supply chain risk by negotiating long-term, quantity-flexible procurement contracts (or long-term contracts) and supplementing these contracts with one-off procurement contracts.

The SCM-PC game features three manufacturer agents competing for supply contracts from ten different suppliers. Each game simulates one hundred days, with each lasting ten seconds of real time. A server simulates the customers and suppliers, and provides banking, production, and warehousing services to the individual agents. The agents receive messages from the server on a daily basis informing them of the state of the game, such as the current inventory of components. They must send responses to the same server before the end of the day indicating their decisions, such as the orders they would place with the suppliers. At the end of the game, the agent with the most money in the bank is declared the winner.

Long-term contracts are negotiated at the start of a game. Each contract stipulates a minimum and maximum weekly quantity that an agent commits to purchasing for the entire duration of the game. Each day, the agents may also decide to procure additional components by negotiating one-off contracts. Each agent has the same amount of assembly capacity that it can use to produce any type of PC (different PC types consume different amounts of assembly capacity depending on their configuration). The assembly process is simulated by the game server, which also provides a warehouse where agents can store components and finished PCs. A daily production and delivery schedule are also generated by the game server for each agent. Customer orders are produced and delivered as soon as the required components have been purchased from suppliers.

### 3.1 Customer Demand, Production and Delivery

Throughout the course of a game the simulated customer demand varies according to a stochastic process whose actual parameter values are unknown
to the agents. However, on any given day, the agents receive the exact same set of orders from customers representing one third of the total demand (this allows agents to focus solely on the procurement aspect of the game). Each order consists of a product type, a quantity, a due date and a price per unit.

As in the baseline TAC-SCM game, the customer demand is generated according to a Poisson distribution. The distribution has an average (unknown to agents) that changes on a daily basis based on a random walk (for details see the latest specifications of the baseline game [8]).

Production and delivery are handled by the server in a greedy fashion, orders with higher revenue are placed at the top of a priority queue. When an order reaches the top of the queue the server checks whether or not each agent has enough components and available assembly capacity to produce it. Those agents with enough components and capacity exchange them for the revenue associated with the order.

3.2 Long-term Contracts

Long-term contracts are used to distribute risk between suppliers and manufacturer agents. Each contract consists of a minimum ($Q^{lt}_{min}$) and maximum ($Q^{lt}_{max}$) weekly quantity. A manufacturer agent that enters into such a contract commits to purchasing a quantity between $Q^{lt}_{min}$ and $Q^{lt}_{max}$ each week at a pre-negotiated unit price ($p_{exec}$). The agent also commits to pay at least a weekly reservation price ($p_{res}$) regardless of how many units it actually orders, which effectively raises the actual unit price on weeks when the agent purchases less than $Q^{lt}_{max}$. To ensure that each game presents a mix of long-term and one-off contract options, we assume that each component is available from a supplier that offers long-term contracts exclusively and another one that only offers one-off contracts.

When the game starts, the manufacturer agents have the option of negotiating long-term contracts for each component, and these contracts are awarded based on second price auctions. Each long-term supplier first announces a reserve price, $\rho_j$, in its auction for component $j$. The supplier then waits ten seconds for the agents to submit their bids, which must have prices greater than or equal to $\rho_j$. A bid consists of a requested maximum weekly quantity and an execution price that the agent is willing to pay for each component. The minimum weekly quantity and the reservation price are not specified by the agents’ bids, they are calculated by the suppliers as follows:

- $Q^{lt}_{min} = Q^{lt}_{max} / (1 + \alpha)$, where $\alpha$ changes from one game to another and is announced at the start of each game. Note that larger values of $\alpha$ lead to larger gaps between $Q^{lt}_{min}$ and $Q^{lt}_{max}$. Thus, the $\alpha$ parameter determines the
flexibility of the contract.

- \( p_{\text{res}}/(p_{\text{res}} + p_{\text{exec}}) = \beta \), where \( \beta \) also changes from one game to another and is announced at the start of each game. The \( \beta \) parameter can be seen as a measure of the risk taken on by the manufacturer agent that enters into the contract. Larger values of \( \beta \) lead to agents paying a larger fraction of the maximum contract price, regardless of how many units they actually request.

The long-term contract supplier allocates up to 100% of its weekly nominal capacity \( (C_{\text{nom week}}) \) to the bidding agents. Quantities are allocated based on the requested maximum weekly quantities, starting with the bid that has the highest execution price. Each agent’s long-term contract has an execution price that is computed as the next highest price below its own bid ("second highest price" rule). The allocation proceeds until there are no bids left or until the long-term supplier has run out of capacity (based on its weekly nominal capacity). In the latter situation, the last manufacturer agent to receive a contract may end up with a maximum weekly quantity that is less than what it had requested. Each supplier’s actual capacity follows a stochastic process similar to that of the customer demand. This process is identical to the way supplier capacity is handled in the baseline TAC-SCM game (for details see that game’s latest specification [8]).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Agent</th>
<th>Requested maximum weekly quantity</th>
<th>Bid price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>850</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>800</td>
<td>950</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>1200</td>
<td>870</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1
Long-term Contract Bids

Table 1 presents an example of bids sent to a long-term contract supplier. In this example, let us assume that the weekly nominal capacity of the supplier is 2695 and the auction’s reserve price is 800. Agent 2 is the first to receive a long-term contract with a maximum weekly quantity of 800 units and an execution price of 870, followed by Agent 3 that gets a long-term contract with 1200 units/week for 850 per unit and Agent 1 that only gets a contract with 695 units/week for 800 per unit, namely the supplier’s reserve price.

At the beginning of any given week, each agent decides how much to actually order under its long-term contracts. If the total quantity of a given component requested by the agents is less than the actual supplier’s capacity, all agents get the full quantities they requested. If the total quantity requested by the agents exceeds this capacity, the supplier computes the ratio of demand it can satisfy based on its actual capacity. Each agent then receives a quantity
that is proportional to this ratio, so that all agents with long-term contracts are treated equally and receive the same fraction of their actual demand that week.

3.3 One-off Contracts

The one-off contract negotiations proceed exactly as in the baseline TAC-SCM game. The following provides a brief overview - for further details, the reader is referred to the latest specification of the baseline game [8].

Every day, manufacturer agents can send up to 5 requests for quotes (RFQs) to each one-off supplier with a specified reserve price, quantity and delivery date (we refer to the length of time between the day the RFQ is sent and the delivery date in the future as the “lead time” of the RFQ). A supplier receives all RFQs on a given day, and processes them together at the end of the day to find a combination of offers that approximately maximizes its revenue. On the following day, the suppliers send back to each agent an offer for each RFQ with a price that is guaranteed to below the specified reserve price, a quantity that is less than or equal to the specified quantity, and an estimated delivery date. Due to capacity restrictions, the supplier may not be able to supply the entire quantity requested in the RFQ by the due date. Thus, it responds by issuing up to two modified offers, each of which relaxes one of the two constraints:

- **Quantity**, in which case offers are referred to as *partial offers*.
- **Due date**, in which case offers are referred to as *earliest offers*.

Both long-term and one-off suppliers have a limited capacity for producing a component, and this limit varies throughout the game according to a mean reverting random walk. Moreover, suppliers limit their long-term commitments by reserving some capacity for future business. The pricing of components is based on the ratio of demand to supply, and higher ratios result in higher prices. Each day the suppliers estimate their free capacity by scheduling production of all current and pending orders as close to their due dates as possible. The price offered in response to an RFQ is equal to the requested components base price discounted by a function proportionate to the supplier’s free capacity before the RFQ due date. The manufacturer agents normally face an important trade-off in the procurement process: pre-order components for the future where customer demand is difficult to predict, or wait to purchase components and risk being unsuccessful due to high prices or availability.

A reputation rating is also used by the suppliers to discourage agents from driving up prices by sending RFQs with no intention of buying. Each supplier keeps track of its interaction with each agent, and calculates that agent’s reputation rating based on the ratio of the quantity purchased to quantity
offered by the agent. If an agent’s reputation falls below a minimum value, then the prices and availability of components are affected for that specific agent. Therefore, agents must carefully plan the RFQs sent to suppliers.

4 TAC SCM-PC Agents

This section describes the approaches of the top three SCM-PC agents: PhantAgent (University “Politehnica” of Bucharest), CMieux (Carnegie Mellon University) and CrocodileAgent (University of Zagreb). Due to the complexity of the SCM-PC game there are many differences between each of these three agents. However, we will focus on the key differences that affect their long-term and one-off contract strategies. For example, one of these differences is the way that future demand is predicted and how this prediction is used to create long-term procurement strategies. Another difference is how one-off contracts are handled, with PhantAgent and CrocodileAgent relying on strategies that generate requests for quotes with fixed lead times and CMieux implementing a dynamic strategy that adapts these lead times to identify and selectively take advantage of component price fluctuations.

4.1 PhantAgent

PhantAgent’s decision process can be thought of as consisting of three different sub-problems: forecasting needed components, handling long-term contract procurement, and generating one-off contract orders.

4.1.1 Calculating Needed Components

At the beginning of each day, PhantAgent estimates the number of components it will need for the remainder of the game. In order to determine this number, PhantAgent first estimates the number of components it expects to have in inventory on each of the remaining days. The expected inventory levels are estimated by iterating through each day, adding component arrivals that are due and subtracting the estimated component usage. The main difficulty in this process involves determining a good estimate of daily component usage. We will refer to the daily usage of component $j$ as $Q_j$. To estimate $Q_j$, PhantAgent combines two heuristic values:

* The first heuristic value, $E[Q_j]$, assumes that component usage will be exactly equal to the expectation of the stochastic process described in the game specification. This can be calculated offline by assuming that the changing
means of the Poisson distributions governing customer demand will remain in the middle of their range (i.e. that the demand will not be too high or too low).

- The second heuristic value, $Q_j$, is a moving average of component usage from the past 10 days. This value is computed based on the observed draws from the Poisson distributions governing customer demand.

Both of these heuristic values have certain weaknesses. The problem with using $E[Q_j]$ is that it is not flexible to demand variations and fails to account for fluctuations in demand throughout the game. By ignoring such fluctuations the agent will often either run out of components or be left with excess inventory when the game nears its end. The problem with using $Q_j$ is that demand at the beginning of the game can be significantly different from the demand at the end. Thus, the long lead time orders placed at the beginning of the game based on the demand at that time may not match the demand when the components arrive. To avoid these problems PhantAgent uses a weighted average of both heuristic values in its prediction of daily component usage, $\hat{Q}_j$. The average is weighted towards $E[Q_j]$ during the beginning phase of the game and $Q_j$ is weighted more heavily during the end phase of the game when there is too little time left for the demand to change much. The formula is given in Equation 1.

$$\hat{Q}_j = \frac{D - d}{D} E[Q_j] + \frac{d}{D} Q_j$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

where:

$D$ - the total number of days in the game.

Towards the end of the game $\hat{Q}_j$ is slightly scaled down to avoid excess inventory due to changes in demand from the time when long lead time requests were made.

### 4.1.2 Handling Long-term Contract Procurement

Long-term contracts have the potential to provide lower prices and higher guarantees on availability. PhantAgent prioritizes availability over price in its long-term contracts. To take advantage of high selling prices during times of high demand and low supply, it was empirically determined that bidding the average one-off contract prices from the past several games enabled the agent to reliably procure the quantity it desired. The quantity requested from each long-term supplier for each component $j$ was chosen empirically to be a fixed fraction of the expected weekly demand for each component based on the game specification.
Throughout the game PhantAgent exercises the option to increase weekly order quantities if there is a need for components and the one-off contract suppliers are charging more than the long-term contract prices.

4.1.3 Generating One-off Contract Orders

For one-off contract requests, PhantAgent typically uses all five available RFQs each day to request components with fixed lead times (for SCM-PC in 2007, values used were \{2, 3, 10, 25, 45\} days). The agent adjusts its requested quantities according to current market conditions.

Short Lead Time Requests with One-off Contracts

Requests with very short lead times (such as lead times of 2 and 3 days) are treated independently of the other RFQs and are used primarily to maintain a steady stock of components. The price at which components are sold over such short lead times tend to vary widely from one day to the next, depending on current demand. Handling these daily variations is the main concern here. By using low reserve prices in its short-term procurement RFQs, PhantAgent ensures that it only purchases components in the short-term markets when prices are particularly attractive while maintaining a high reputation (the impact of an agent’s reputation is described in Section 3.3). Specifically, the reserve price is set to a value that is slightly over the minimum price obtained in the last 5 days (using the average price was also considered, but results were observed to be worse).

Long Lead Time Requests with One-off Contracts

In addition to the short lead time requests described above, PhantAgent uses one-off contracts with long lead times (e.g. 10, 25 and 45 days) to complement its long-term contracts. Since PhantAgent uses fixed lead times for all one-off contract requests, the main decisions regarding long lead time requests are choosing appropriate order quantities and reserve prices. The general principle governing these choices is to make long lead time orders only if they are expected to be better or equal to orders with short lead times. In most cases the orders with longer lead times have lower prices than those with shorter lead times. However, orders with shorter lead times are important towards the end of the game due to the need for more precise inventory management to prevent the agent from finishing the game with unused components.

Order quantities are chosen simply based on the difference between the ex-
pected usage and the components already expected from prior procurement. The reserve price is calculated the same way as the reserve prices in the very short lead time requests (i.e. the minimum price obtained in the last 5 days). This ensures that long lead time orders only result in offers that are at least as good as current short lead time ones.

4.2 CMieux

The strategy used by CMieux for the long-term contract negotiation and procurement is described in section 4.2.1. The strategy used by CMieux for negotiating one-off contracts is essentially the same as the technique used by the CMieux agent for the baseline TAC-SCM game. Therefore, we will only present a summarized version of this strategy in section 4.2.2 (for a more complete description the reader is referred to [5]).

4.2.1 Long-term Contract Negotiation and Procurement

CMieux’s strategy for long-term contract negotiation is similar to that of PhantAgent. The bid price chosen by CMieux is the average one-off contract price computed over the past several games (unless this price is lower than the supplier’s stated reserve price, $\rho_j$, in which case CMieux bids slightly above it, $\rho_j$). Thus, when reserve prices are low the agent is willing to buy components from the long-term contract suppliers for a price equal to what it expects to be the average one-off contract price over the course of the game.

The requested weekly quantity for each component $j$, $Q_{lts}^j$, is considered a parameter in the model that must be adjusted to reflect the amount of risk the agent is willing to take with the long-term contracts. Empirically, it was determined that on average the loss from unsold inventory in low customer demand games outweighed the profits from sales in higher demand games. This problem occurred due to the very low flexibility (approximately 15% on average) between the minimum and maximum weekly quantities, which was not large enough to cover all the different customer demand scenarios. Thus, a somewhat conservative strategy was adopted with the requested maximum weekly quantity adjusted to suit low demand games.

4.2.2 One-off Contract Procurement

CMieux’s one-off procurement strategy uses dynamically chosen lead times for its RFQs, which makes it significantly different from that of the other two agents’ fixed lead time strategies. CMieux uses the same procurement module as in the baseline TAC-SCM game to handle all aspects of requesting and
purchasing components from the one-off contract suppliers. The module is designed to rapidly adapt to changing market conditions. This includes monitoring component price fluctuations by probing suppliers and adjusting RFQ lead times to exploit periods when different components are relatively inexpensive. Each day, the procurement module performs two tasks: i) given that agents are limited to sending five RFQs per day to each supplier, CMieux optimizes the lead times and quantities of its RFQs to exploit periods when each component is inexpensive, ii) when suppliers respond to its RFQs with offers, it attempts to identify a particularly promising subset of current of the offers to accept. We provide a brief summary of the procurement module below. Additional details are given in a sister publication describing the CMieux baseline agent [5].

Sending Supplier Requests

To determine the amount of components needed, the procurement module computes the difference between the inventory required to satisfy customer orders (both current and expected) and inventory (both current and projected from both long-term and one-off contract suppliers for the remainder of the game). Clearly, CMieux does not need to procure this entire difference each day, since most components are not needed immediately. Instead, the agent can spread required component quantities across many days. This not only enables CMieux to more aggressively procure components it needs in the short-term but also gives it the flexibility to identify the cheapest times when to procure the remaining components.

The process of computing what specific requests to send to suppliers is decomposed by component type. For each component type, the procurement module generates several sets of lead times and searches for the set most likely to minimize procurement costs. Uncertainty about future need for different components as well as their future availability and price is handled by computing a “utility” for each component. The utility of a component is considered to be its estimated value to the agent minus its forecast price. The value of a component reflects the price at which the agent expects to be able to sell PCs it can build with it, as well as the expected price and availability of other components the agent might need to procure to be able to assemble these PCs. The agent searches through the space of possible RFQs for a set that provides the greatest overall utility. The reserve price of each RFQ is set to be the average utility of the components it includes.
4.3 CrocodileAgent

In contrast to PhantAgent and CMieux, CrocodileAgent uses a more dynamic strategy for choosing the component quantities to request from long-term suppliers. Specifically it adjusts the quantity it requests based on the supplier’s reserve price. For one-off contracts, the agent is similar to PhantAgent in that it also uses static lead times for one-off RFQs. CrocodileAgent further adds a large one-off procurement request at the beginning of the game to jump start its production.

4.3.1 Negotiating Long-term Contracts

After the long-term suppliers have announced reserve prices for each component, CrocodileAgent determines a quantity to request from each supplier based on its reserve price. The requested quantity \( Q_{lts}^{j} \) for a component \( j \) is linearly adjusted between two empirically chosen parameters \( Q_{max}^{j} \) and \( Q_{min}^{j} \).

Specifically, given a long-term supplier’s stated reserve price ranging between \( \rho_{min}^{j} \) and \( \rho_{max}^{j} \), CrocodileAgent modulates its long-term component bid quantity \( Q_{lts}^{j} \) according to Equation 2.

\[
Q_{lts}^{j} = \left( \frac{\rho_{max}^{j} - \rho_{j}^{j}}{\rho_{max}^{j} - \rho_{min}^{j}} \right) Q_{max}^{j} + \left( 1 - \frac{\rho_{max}^{j} - \rho_{j}^{j}}{\rho_{max}^{j} - \rho_{min}^{j}} \right) Q_{min}^{j}
\]

(2)

This leads to a strategy that requests more from long-term suppliers with lower reserve prices and less from long-term suppliers with higher reserve prices. Prices in long-term contract bids are simply set to the reserve price for the corresponding component \( (p_{exec} = \rho^{j}) \).

Each week CrocodileAgent adjusts the actual quantity to exercise \( (Q_{order}^{j}) \) on each long-term contract based on the amount of components it has in inventory \( (N_{j}) \). The quantity that the agent actually procures each week from each of its long-term contracts is modulated to maintain the corresponding component’s inventory level between two empirically determined levels \( N_{min}^{j} \) and \( N_{max}^{j} \). In other words CrocodileAgent scales back its weekly long-term contract orders when it has an ample supply of components and scales them up when it is running short.

4.3.2 Negotiating One-off Contracts

CrocodileAgent breaks up the procurement problem with one-off contracts into two different sub-problems: a strategy for the first day of the game \( (day 0) \) and a replenishment strategy throughout the rest of the game. A close ex-
amination of the baseline TAC-SCM Game rules [8] (which also defines the SCM-PC one-off contract supplier model) suggests that ordering components at the very beginning of the game (day 0 procurement) results in lower prices since one-off suppliers have not yet committed any of their capacity. Although the concept of the day 0 procurement strategy has some similarities with long-term contract negotiation, these two procurement strategies are totally independent because each component is available from two different suppliers: one that only offers long-term contracts and one that only sells components with one-off contracts.

One-off Procurement on Day 0

By implementing a special day 0 one-off strategy at the beginning of the game, the agent has the opportunity to possibly buy cheap components with longer lead times. Specifically, CrocodileAgent sends a fixed set of five RFQs on day 0 (the specific values of the lead times, quantities and reserve prices are given in Table 2). These day 0 lead times and quantities were empirically fine-tuned over a large number of games.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lead time</th>
<th>7 days</th>
<th>14 days</th>
<th>21 days</th>
<th>52 days</th>
<th>77 days</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Reserve price (% of nominal)</td>
<td>107%</td>
<td>97%</td>
<td>92%</td>
<td>77%</td>
<td>69%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quantity for CPUs</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>350</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>450</td>
<td>450</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quantity for all other types</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>700</td>
<td>800</td>
<td>900</td>
<td>900</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2
The actual parameter values used by CrocodileAgent for day 0 RFQs

One-off Procurement During the Game

During the course of the game CrocodileAgent uses one-off contracts with fixed lead times to fill in gaps in its inventory not covered by its long-term contracts or its day 0 strategy. At the beginning of each day, the agent calculates the quantity of each component that has been previously ordered but not yet delivered. This quantity is multiplied by a distance factor, so that orders with longer lead times have a smaller weight than orders with shorter lead times. If the quantity in inventory plus the outstanding quantity for a component is less than a threshold, the agent shifts to a more aggressive strategy where all five available RFQs are sent to the corresponding one-off supplier with short lead times and relaxed reserve prices.

CrocodileAgent uses the following additional heuristics to adjust reserve prices
Table 3
Final Standings for the 2007 SCM-PC

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Agent</th>
<th>Games Played (out of 12)</th>
<th>Number of Games Won</th>
<th>Average Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PhantAgent</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>8,731,513</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CMieux</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7,405,743</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CrocodileAgent</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>6,399,115</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Warrior</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4,200,440</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

and request quantities for one-off procurement:

- When the inventory level of a certain component is low the agent begins to procure components with higher reserve prices than usual to ensure a sufficient supply.
- When the agent experiences a rapid rise in demand it increases the quantities it is requesting from one-off suppliers. This helps to ensure that the agent does not run out of components and consequently lose potentially profitable PC orders.
- Special attention is also given to the end of the game. One-off contract requests at the end of the game are adjusted to help ensure that the agent is not left with excess inventory.

5 2007 TAC SCM-PC Results and Analysis

This section presents the results of the final rounds of the 2007 TAC-SCM Procurement Challenge. The final rounds were held at the Twenty-Second Conference on Artificial Intelligence (AAAI-07). They featured twelve games, three games for each combination of three agents out of the four finalists. The final standings are presented in Table 3, the value in the fourth column is the average profit accumulated by each agent over the course of the nine games it played in.

In addition to the overall competition results we also performed a finer pairwise comparison of the top three agents to account for the fact that they did not all participate in the same games. Tables 4, 5 and 6 present the performance of pairs of agents in all of the games involving them both. For the top three agents there are three distinct pairs and each pair participated in six common games. As can be seen, the pairwise results provide a different ranking with CMieux ahead of the other two agents and PhantAgent ahead of CrocodileAgent. It is also worth noting that these results are consistent with the number of games won by each agent throughout the finals, with CMieux winning 6 out 9 games,
Table 4
“Pairwise” Comparison Between CMieux and PhantAgent for the 2007 SCM-PC

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Agent</th>
<th>Games Played</th>
<th>Number of Games Won</th>
<th>Average Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CMieux</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>7,149,838</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PhantAgent</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>6,788,197</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5
“Pairwise” Comparison Between CMieux and CrocodileAgent for the 2007 SCM-PC

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Agent</th>
<th>Games Played</th>
<th>Number of Games Won</th>
<th>Average Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CMieux</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>8,286,761</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CrocodileAgent</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4,385,217</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6
“Pairwise” Comparison Between PhantAgent and CrocodileAgent for the 2007 SCM-PC

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Agent</th>
<th>Games Played</th>
<th>Number of Games Won</th>
<th>Average Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PhantAgent</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>10,027,071</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CrocodileAgent</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>7,096,601</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

PhantAgent 4 out of 9 games and CrocodileAgent 2 out of 9 games.

The discrepancy between the overall rankings and pairwise rankings can be explained by the varying demand conditions faced by the agents in different games. PhantAgent achieved a higher overall score than CMieux because it participated in one game with a high customer demand that CMieux did not play in.

We will now present analysis of several important aspects of the game as well as graphs that illustrate the effect of the strategies adopted by the top three agents. Section 5.1 describes the sales volume of each agent, section 5.2 presents their one-off and long-term contract mixes, and section 5.3 presents their average procurement costs.

5.1 Customer Orders and Deliveries

To measure the sales volume of the top three SCM-PC agents, we calculated their realized demand percentage, or the fraction of the total possible demand
that they were able to satisfy. Figure 1 presents a pairwise comparison of the average realized demand (with 95% confidence intervals) of the top three agents. As in Tables 4, 5 and 6, the values shown for each pair in Figure 1 are calculated using only the games that pair participated in. CrocodileAgent had the highest average realized demand amongst all agents. However, the overlapping confidence intervals show that there was no statistically significant difference between any of the agents.

![Fig. 1. Average Realized Demand](image)

**5.2 Quantity Ordered from the Suppliers**

The average number of components ordered by each of the top three agents from the one-off and long-term contract suppliers with 95% confidence intervals is presented in Figures 2 and 3. These graphs show that all three of the top agents procure a substantial amount of components from the more stable long-term market, but tend to buy significantly more from the one-off contract market. While long-term contracts provide some amount of flexibility in the weekly orders, they are negotiated when the agents have very limited information about customer demand: only information about the general parameters used to generate random walks as provided in the game specification. It is not surprising therefore that all agents chose to be conservative in their long-term contract bids and relied more heavily on one-off contracts: one-off contracts can be negotiated on a daily basis, giving agents more flexibility to adapt to actual market conditions during the course of the game. Accordingly, higher demand games also resulted in a higher proportion of components being procured from one-off suppliers. Among the three agents, CrocodileAgent was the least conservative in its long-term contract strategy, which is consistent with its strategy of offering lower prices in its long-term bids (bidding the reserve
price, as discussed in section 4.3.1). CMieux comes next, with PhantAgent relying the least on long-term contracts (and the most on one-off contracts).

![Fig. 2. Average Number of Components Ordered from the One-off Contract Suppliers](image2.png)

![Fig. 3. Average Number of Components Ordered from the Long-term Contract Suppliers](image3.png)

5.3 Component Prices

Figure 4 displays the average weighted prices of components purchased by each agent in both the long-term and one-off contract markets (with 95% confidence intervals). The graph shows that CMieux’s procurement prices were
significantly better than the other two agents when compared across both markets.

Fig. 4. Average Weighted Prices of Components from Long-term and One-off Contracts

A finer analysis that looks separately at prices paid in the one-off and long-term contract markets shows that CrocodileAgent was able to get significantly lower prices for long-term contracts than the other two agents (Figure 5). CMieux’s long-term prices were a close second to CrocodileAgent with an average difference of 1.69%. In the one-off contract market, it can be seen that CMieux has a significant edge over the other two agents (Figure 6).

Fig. 5. Average Prices of Components from Long-term Contracts

As already indicated CrocodileAgent’s low long-term procurement costs can
be attributed to its strategy of bidding the reserve price on long-term contracts (see section 4.3.1). The fact that CMieux had the lowest overall procurement costs suggests that CrocodileAgent was not able to procure enough from the long-term markets to overcome CMieux's price advantage in the one-off contract markets. CMieux's advantage in the one-off markets can likely be attributed to its dynamic one-off contract strategy, enabling the agent to optimize the lead times of its daily one-off RFQs, while the other agents rely on more static strategies.

6 Conclusions and Future Work

With the Web opening the door to more agile procurement strategies where manufacturers manage risk through a mix of long-term and one-off contracts, it becomes increasingly important to develop a better understanding of the risk and behaviors associated with these practices. In this paper, we provided an overview of the Supply Chain Trading Agent Competition Procurement Challenge (SCM-PC), a game developed by the first three authors to capture many of the strategic interactions entailed by these new practices. The game builds on the success of a scenario introduced by the third author in 2002 in the context of an annual tournament, now known as the TAC-SCM baseline game, a somewhat more complex game that requires competing agents to coordinate both component procurement and customer bidding activities while managing their finite assembly capacity. In contrast, the SCM-PC scenario was designed to (1) focus solely on procurement decisions, and (2) introduce an environment where manufacturing agents need to manage risk through a combination of long-term quantity flexible contracts and one-off contracts. This scenario has
the merit of capturing decisions that more closely resemble those faced by many companies today, given the decoupling between procurement and sales traditionally imposed by prevailing ERP architectures.

We proceeded to provide an overview of the top three entries in the first edition of the Procurement Challenge, which was collocated with the AAAI-07 conference in Vancouver. Results from the competition indicate that all three agents developed strategies that combined both long-term and one-off procurement opportunities, suggesting that the overall design of the game was successful. A finer analysis shows however that, in its initial form, the competition was still biased towards one-off contracts in part due to a dearth of information available to agents at the beginning of the game, when they need to negotiate long-term contracts. An additional incentive for being conservative with long-term contracts in this first edition of the competition had to do with the separation between long-term and one-off suppliers. Agents that do not bid aggressively on long-term contracts are still guaranteed a chance to compete for component capacity set aside by one-off suppliers. In 2008, the first three authors decided to lift this restriction and allow each supplier to sell its capacity under both long-term and one-off contracts, a decision expected to lead to more competitive behaviors in the long-term contracting phase of the game. Future versions of the game could also allow agents to enter long-term contracts in mid course, rather than limit long-term contract negotiation to the initial phase of the game.
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